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Q: “Why not pick from across the track? … where the 
grass is greener plus you get the pick of the litter?”

Social Scientists Computer  Scientist

Is-a-Me,
under a tree 

counting 
sheep!

“… because that would be a logical thing to do.”
And that’s what everybody else will likely start doing.
Unless, of course, you are YC (and you’re reading this).
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But in a world where “software is eating the world”…

Your “Pick of the Litter”
(Biggest Fish in the Pond)

More “Folks Like Me” to the Rescue
(“Basic Income Bros” Who’ll Be Using My 
Research Testbedto Hack Basic Income)

Wait till 
my cavalry 

arrives!

… there’s danger in not seeing what’s ahead
And valuable opportunities would be missed!
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I know this because for the past 2+ years I have 
been immersed in the world of computational finance

Jim Simmons

Took me 5 
years to get 
my 1st model 

right!

John Kelly

Respect my 
criterion or 

go bust!

Ed Thorp

OK, first beat 
the dealer, then 
beat the market.

Dave Cummings

I’m always 
faster than 

the next guy.

D.E. Shaw

Just let the 
machines do 
all the work.

Are we all 
quants now?

Is-a-Me,
under the sea 
counting fish!

… and this is what I’ve found: in a field traditionally dominated by 
economists or “social science” types, computer scientists or math 
geeks (or outsiders in general) are actually good for something; 
they spend years/decades blazing a new trail for others to follow.



What do you think the landscape will look like when 
Silicon Valley picks up on using Basic Income as the 

“Rosetta Stone” of social science research?
(Example: A Case Study of Collective Invention)Prime Gap Bound
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Is there any reason to think 
that a Polymath approach 
might not work for basic 

income experiments?

It will look nothing like the present once the “terraforming” of 
social science research begins with Basic Income experiments. 
By which time a conventional multi-year longitudinal experiment 
would already be well underway at YC. The old adage: “pioneers 
have arrows shot on their backs” still rings true today.
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The Truth Will Set Us All Free. But Whose Truth?
(And How Do You Pick? By What Criteria?)

Economist

Sociologist

Political 
Scientist

Administrator

Policy 
Maker

Negative Income Tax

Basic Income

Think 
positive.

An estimated 85% (or $200B) of annual global 
spending on medical research is wasted on 
badly designed or redundant studies.

Not my kind of 
odds… yours?
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“Think Different, Y…”

“… from the Get-Go and
Be on the Right Side of History.”

Is-a-Me,
under the sea 

leading a new school!

We’re now all 
basic income bros. Do we swim right-to-

left or left-to-right…?

Whatever…
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